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John Wilmot (1 April â€“ 26 July ) was an English poet and courtier of King Charles II's Restoration court. The
Restoration reacted against the "spiritual authoritarianism" of the Puritan His poetry was widely censored during the
Victorian era, but enjoyed a revival .. The Restoration and the Eighteenth Century.

These included imitations of Malherbe , Ronsard , and Boileau. Some critics believe a degree of collaboration
to be likely, and Vieth adds his view that at this time the major poetic possibilities of Rochester could not have
been foreseen. It is not likely that they ever saw much of each other, despite the imaginings of some romantic
biographers about secret visits from Lord Wilmot on the run. His wit was strong, subtle, sublime, and
sprightly; he was perfectly well-bred, and adorned with a natural modesty which extremely became him. Sex
appears to have been first and foremost on his mind. Born on 1 April, , he was an innocent babe who would
become completely different. As Basil Greenslade has shown in his essay, "Affairs of State" in Jeremy
Treglown's Spirit of Wit, , Rochester's father left him no political weight, no "interest. By the standards of the
previous generation, whose classrooms and lecture halls were untroubled by the upheavals of civil war,
Rochester must have seemed distinctly underschooled. Some autobiographers adjusted their testimony
themselves in the light of later developments. Yet Rochester's poetry, in his limpid love lyrics, lampoons,
burlesques, and sharp satires, has an abiding presence. Bowdlerization was common until almost the last
quarter of the twentieth century, thus showing that, from at least one point of view, morality and poetry
remained firmly intertwined. By my tears, my heart's disguise, I thy love and thee despise. Although much
admired by royalist opinion, it shows no wish to celebrate the authority or person restored in , and its brazenly
undignified use of rhyming tetrameters mirrors, mocks, and lacerates rooted human follies far beyond the
power of one political reversal to obliterate. He is a good correspondentâ€”partly because of his seeming
carelessness for effect and the attendant unguardedness of his person, and partly for the opposite reason,
namely his studied formality of address for instance, to a mistress and amused indulgence in the pretenses and
hypocrisies of social behavior. At this stage she is still animated by the quality that a jilted suitor had
described years earlier as "the vanity and liberty of her carriage. Greene wrote it in the early s, when Rochester
was to be found only in cautious anthologies of Restoration verse or, if unexpurgated, wrapped in brown paper
on the topmost shelves of bookshops. It is said that Whitehall doted on him and taught him to drink deeply at
the Oxford taverns, where he gained admittance in the disguise provided by a borrowed master's gown. I storm
and I roar, and I fall in a rage. The philosophical and religious undertowâ€”often detected in the deep disgust
and misanthropic attitudes, the obverse of aristocratic insoucianceâ€”has especially fascinated modern readers.
To its early stage belongs a pair of lyrics in the form of a complaint "Give me leave to rail at you," in which
the lover presents himself as a slave bound by a "servile chain" and a response to it. Vieth, widely regarded as
having produced the most thorough investigation of the sources and the most reliable account of Rochester's
canon, as well as much else of value in illuminating his work, expressed the dominant view of Rochester
studiesâ€”that serious scholarly interest in the poet began in the s. John, was prominent in the parliamentary
cause. The Rabelaisian lampoons he wrote for private amusement are enduringly scabrous. Lady Anne
returned with her sons to Ditchley in to contest the attempt by Parliament to sequester her estates. Sometimes
moral concerns, sometimes aesthetic or philosophical ones, dominate in assessments of his place in literature.
Once Charles II was put into power, the theatres opened back up, and with them there was a literary burst in
plays and poems with sex-obsessed themes. A so-called closet dramaâ€”a play written not to be staged but
simply readâ€”Sodom waited another twelve years before it became available in smudgy print from the
book-sellers on Fleet Street. Given the unsettled times, however, John Wilmot's character might have arisen
quite independently of his father's example. Even then, many of his lyrics were deleted, lest academic
publishers find themselves charged with obscenity. There is warrant for this in the letters Rochester wrote to
his wife and in her regrettably few surviving replies. His finest work, however, is the Reliquiae Baxterianae
published in , five years after his death , an autobiography that is also an eloquent defense of the Puritan
impulse in the 17th-century Christian tradition. Whereas Wood, for instance, does not credit Rochester's
authorship of these poems, he held the view that Rochester was a person of most rare parts, and his natural
talent was excellent, much improved by learning and industry, being thoroughly acquainted with all classick
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Authors, both Greek and Latine; a thing very rare if not peculiar to him among those of his quality.
Commissioned a captain in Prince Rupert's regiment of horseguards in June, he also prepared to take his seat
in the House of Lords.


